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imals and wolf-dogs presented on Colchis axes 
found on the territory of Georgia, from typological 
and stylistically-compositional points of view. 

A number of considerations have been made 
about the origin of “fantastic” animals in scientific 
literature. P. Uvarova distinguishes a dragon or a 
“fantastic” animal, a wolf or a tiger among the ani-
mals represented on Colchis axes (Uvarova P. 1900: 
67); I. Meshchaninov believes that the “fantastic” 
animals engraved on the Koban axes are wolf-dogs, 
which represent the Iberian totem (Meshchaninov 
I. 1925: 250); According to Sh. Amiranashvili, this 
animal is a wolf or a dog and represents the Colchis 
totem (Amiranashvili Sh. 1950: 42-43); A. Miller 
believed that the “fantastic” animal portrayed on 
the axes is definitely a dog, a wolf-dog or a wild dog 
(Miller A. 1922: 316-318); El. Virsaladze related 
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Among the archaeological cultures discov-
ered in the Caucasus, the Colchis-Koban circle 
monuments always attracted particular attention. 
There are a number of scientific works created 
around the issues of their artistic decoration (Kuf-
tin B. 1949; Koridze D. 1965; Amiranashvili Sh. 
1970; Mikeladze T. 1974; Lortkipanidze Ot. 2001; 
Pantskhava L. 1988). 

The existence of analog images on European 
monuments urged us to study and document the im-
ages of “Fantastic” animals engraved on Georgian 
and Caucasian bronze items in general (Sulava N. 
2010; Ramishvili K. 2010, 2011; Sulava N. and Ra-
mishvili K. 2011), which in our opinion opens up 
perspectives for further research (in terms of ear-
ly contacts). However in the given work, we shall 
only discuss the graphical images of “fantastic” an-
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AbSTRACT

One of the most important elements of decoration of Colchian-Kobanian bronze is a depiction 
of fantastic animal or dog. The article refers of the engraved depictions of dogs on the  Colchian axes 
found in Georgia. The depictions are divided into two groups:  The first group contains examples that 
are implemented in the naturalistic - linear manner. The examples of second group are very stylized 
and schematic. The ornamented axes bear together both depictions – dogs and geometric figures. Dogs  
are represented in profile, with their jaws open and ears and tail upward. Notwithstanding of some 
variations they compose one artistical group with their stylistical features.

The difference of depictions of dogs in groups 1 and 2 was caused by the alternation of artistic 
manner during the time. It was changed from natural to schematic; from realistic to geometric; from 
decorative to ornamental. The depictions with concrete shape were replaced by syncretical and poly-
morphic figures and the definition of dog was transformed to the depiction of Fantastic animal.

keywords: Colchian axes, Colchian-Kobanian bronze, fantastic animal.

FOR THE TYPOLOgY OF ENgRAvED DEPICTIONS OF
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Pl. I- First group:

1. Khikhadziri, hoard, 8th-7th cc BC (Kakhidze A. and Mamuladze Sh. 1993: 27- 34, pl. V); 2. Tlia, grave 52, 8 th-7 th 
cc.BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 76, pl. XVIII, 3; Tekhov  B.1980: 14, 20, pl. 46, fig. 6); 3. Eshera, grave 4, Late Bronze Age 
(Kuftin B. 1949:192, pic.37); 4. Khikhadziri, hoard, 8th-7th cc BC (Kakhidze A. and Mamuladze Sh. 1993: 28- 34, pl. 
VII); 5. Oni, 8th-6th cc BC (Unterwegs zum goldenen Vlies 1995: 108, pl. 93); 6. Tsiteli Shukura, grave 94, 8th-6 th cc 
BC (Trapsh M. 1969: 144, pl. XV, 2); 7. Nikortsminda, hoard, 8 th-7 th cc.BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 69; Koridze D. 1965: 
36, pic.29, fig. 2); 8. Surmushi, hoard, 8 th-7 th cc.BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 69; Koridze D. 1965: 35, pic.28); 9. Dgvaba, 
grave 2, 7th-6th cc.BC (Mikeladze T. 1995: 14-18; Mikeladze T., Migdisova N., Papuashvili R., and Chubinishvili N. 
1995: pl. 54); 10. Zakaani, 8 th-7 th cc.BC (Ramishvili K. 2010: 84, pl. I, 10); 11. Samtavro, grave 121, 8 th-7 th cc.BC 
(Abramishvili R. 1957: 132; Abramishvili R. 1961: pl. XIV, 1); 12. Natsargora, grave 319, 8 th-7 th cc.BC (Ramishvili 
A. 2003: 43, pl. II, 963); 13. Anukhva, 8 th-7 th cc.BC (Domanski Y. 1984: 11, pic.3); 14. Tlia, grave 282, 8 th-7 th 
cc.BC, (Pantskava L. 1988: 70-71; Tekhov 1981: 6, pl. 82, fig. 1); 15. Tlia, grave 414, 8 th c.BC, (Tekhov B. 2002: 43, 
185, pl. 87, pic. 1); 16. Narekvavi, grave 53, 7th-6 th cc BC (Apakidze A., Nikolaishvili V., Kipiani G. Sikharulidze 
A., Giunashvili G., Gavasheli E., Glonti N. and Kapanadze M. 2005: 32, pl. XV, 597); 17. Svaneti, Late Bronze Age 
(Chartolani Sh. 1977: 50, pl. XXIII-3); 18. Tlia, grave 308, 7th-6 th cc BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 64; Tekhov B. 1981: 
6, 22, pl. 87, fig. 1); 19. Kutaisi, 8 th c. BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 71, pl. XIII, 1); 20. Tlia, grave 50, 8 th-7 th cc. BC 
(Pantskava L. 1988: 80; Tekhov B. 1980: 14, 20, pl. 45, pic. II, fig. 4);  21. Lukhvano, hoard, 8 th-7 th cc. BC (Pantskava 
L. 1988: 64; Domanski Y. 1984: pic. 2); 22. Etseri, Late Bronze Age (Chartolani Sh. 1977: 51, pl. XXV, 1); 23. Tlia, 
grave 101, 7 th-6 th cc. BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 64; Tekhov B. 1980: 26-27, pl. 66, fig.1); 24. Mukhurcha, 8 th-7 th cc. 
BC (Apakidze J. 1991: 73, 116, pl. CxIV, 2).
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these animals to the mythical dog-pet (“kursha”) 
well known in Georgian folklore (Virsaladze E. 
1964: 72, 97); As for V. Bardavelidze, he consid-
ered the majority of “fantastic” animals portrayed 
on Colchis axes as dogs (Bardavelidze V. 1957: 
29-30; 47-53); L. Pantskhava also describes such 
images as dogs (Pantskhava L. 1988; 27, 48). As 
we see, the majority of researchers considered the 
animals engraved on Colchis axes to be dogs. We 
also share their consideration and distinguish this 
animal to be a dog; however, we believe that later, 
for a number of reasons, it took on the appearance 
of a “fantastic” animal.

The axes with the images of dogs discov-
ered in Georgia mainly come from burial com-
plexes, treasure, and some are accidental acquisi-
tions. All of this material can be divided into two 
groups, according to the manner of depicting im-
ages. Out of them, we unified 44 samples into the 
1st group, and 41 into the 2nd. (85 pieces in total, 
which represents 80% of all analog items discov-
ered in Caucasus). 

In the 1st group we placed the graphical im-
ages of dogs or their heads, which are always pre-
sented in profile. Through modeling a pliable con-
tinuous line on a flat surface, a more or less realistic 
figure is received. Apparently, first the body contour 
was outlined, and then afterwards it was decorated 
with different faces (Kakhidze A. and Mamuladze 
Sh. 1993: 27-34). The dog figures in the 1st group 
are proportional, they have a relatively static, calm 
pose and the works are executed in a natural-linear 
manner (pl. I, fig: 1-23).

We have divided the 1st group images into 
two sub-groups according to the manner of depict-
ing, out of which the 1st subgroup of group 1 unites 
the figures of dogs, which have moderately open 
gullets, pricked up ears, a relatively flexed body 
and a longish, raised tail at the end. A dog’s image 
comes rarely without a tail, e.g.: from the Surmushi 
treasure (pl. I, fig. 8), from the Samtavro grave 121 
(pl. I, fig. 11),  with a triangle-shaped paws turned 
backward, e.g. Dgvaba, grave 2 (pl. I, fig. 9), from 
the Natsargora, grave 138 (pl. I, fig. 12), which 
sometimes resemble fish fin, e.g. Esheri pitcher, 
grave 4 (pl. I, fig. 3). The animal’s eyes are indicat-
ed by a small dot e.g. on the accidentally discovered 
axe from Zakaani (pl. I, fig. 10), or are not indicated 
at all e.g. in Khikhadziri treasure (pl. I, fig. 1). Dog 
images are mostly decorated by lines composed of 

dots (pl.  I, fig: 1, 3, 10), e.g. from the Sinatle trea-
sure (pl. I, fig. 7), or by fish finlike ornaments, e.g. 
Tlia, grave 52 (pl. I, fig. 2), and sometimes – with 
circles, e.g. Khikhadziri treasure (pl. I, fig. 4), Oni 
(pl. I, fig. 5).  Figures rarely come undecorated, e.g. 
from Surmushi treasure (pl. I, fig. 8). Together with 
the image of a dog, displayed images on axe include 
fish (pl. I, fig: 2, 3, 6), snake (pl. I, fig. 4), bird (pl. I, 
fig. 8) and deer (pl. I, fig. 19),  as well as a graphic 
image of a human displayed on an axe discovered in 
Tlia burial ground  grave 234 (Tekhov B. 1980: 14, 
40, pl. 130, Fig. 2), the majority of axes are joined 
with a girdle decorated with different geometrical 
faces, e.g. Khikhadziri treasure (Kakhidze A. and 
Mamuladze Sh. 1993; 28, 34, pl. VI); Otkhara (Vor-
onov Y. 1969: 19, pl. XXXV, 5); Achandara (Lukin 
L. 1941: 54-55, Fig. 5; Voronov Y. and Gunba M.  
1978: 260, Fig. 3, 2; Trapsh M. 1970: 188, pl. X, 
2); Zvandripshi (Trapsh M. 1970: 188, pl. X,3); 
Abgarkhuki (Voronov Y. and Voznuk A. 1975: 272-
273, Fig. 4]; Lailashi treasure (Domanski Y. 1984: 
Fig. 15); Tlia, grave 63 (Tekhov B. 1981: 9, 10, 12, 
13, pl. 59, fig. 1, pl. 66, fig.1).

The dog images in the 1st subgroup of group 
I are situated on the side surface of the axe (pl. I, 
fig: 1-12; 15-17), the poll (pl. I, fig: 2, 5, 19, 20, 
21), axe-head, e.g. Tlia, grave 101 (Pl. I, fig. 23) and 
on the sides of the hole on the end-knob (Pl. I, fig. 
2). Some axe cheeks display a dog, or a continuous 
line of joined dog heads over the girdle, e.g. Tsite-
li Shukura, grave 94 (Pl. I, fig. 6). Figures of only 
dogs are displayed on the cheek, the poll and on the 
both sides of the end-knob hole of an axe discov-
ered in Oni. The body of the same axe, up from the 
girdle are decorated with a line of joined dog heads 
(pl. I, fig. 5).

The images of dogs displayed on the poll (pl. 
I, fig. 21) and the cheek are more static (Pl. I, fig: 
2, 5, 19-21), however more flexed figures are dis-
played by the end-knob hole, which must be stipu-
lated by the rounded shape of the surface behind the 
image (Pl. I, fig. 19). The image of a dog with two 
legs on the poll can be provoked by the limited are 
for decoration, e.g. Okhureshi treasure([Koridze D. 
1965: 34, pl. xLIV). A prevailing axe from the Tlia 
burial ground, grave 50 (p. I, fig. 20), displays a dog 
with four legs on the poll, however the image cov-
ers quite a large surface of the poll, where addition-
al geometrical ornaments are not marked. We also 
have axes, where two-legged dogs are displayed on 
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Pl. II – Second group:

1. Mzetamze, 7th-6th cc. BC (Nasidze G. 1990: 2, pl. IV,1); 2. Tskhinvali, hoard, 7 th-6 th cc BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 67; 
Japaridze Ot. 1950: pic.2c); 3. Tlia, grave 432, 7 th c. BC (Tekhov B. 2002: 50, pl. 104, fig. 1); 4. Tlia, grave 287, 7 th-6 
th cc. BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 79; Tekhov B. 1980: 14, 46, pl. 117, fig. 1); 5. Tlia, grave 252, 7 th c. BC (Pantskava L. 
1988: 69; Tekhov B. 1981: 14-15, pl. 72, fig. 1); 6. Tlia, grave 161, 7 th c. BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 71; Tekhov B. 1981: 
38-39, pl. 111, fig. 1); 7. Tlia, grave 165, 8 th-7 th cc. BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 79; Tekhov B. 1980: 32-33, pl. 84, fig. 
1); 8. Mzetamze, grave 4, 8 th-7 th cc BC (Georgien 2001: 347); 9. Tlia, grave 316, 7 th-6 th cc. BC (Tekhov B. 1985: 
5, 51, pl. 200, fig. 1); 10. Tlia, grave 127, 7 th-6 th cc. BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 79; Tekhov B. 1981: 35, pl. 105, fig. 1); 
11. Tlia, grave 374, 7 th c. BC (Tekhov B. 2002: 186-187, pl. 50, fig. 1); 12. Eshera, 7 th-6 th cc. BC (Voronov Y. and 
Gunba M. 1978: 163-264, pic. 6, fig. 2); 13. Mekhchistsikhe, hoard, 8th-6th cc. BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 70; Koridze 
1965: 37-38, pic. 30, fig. 5); 14. Tskhinvali, hoard, 7 th-6 th cc BC (Pantskava L 1988: 67; Japaridze Ot. 1950: pic.2a); 
15. Tsoisi, grave, 8th-6th cc. BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 58, pl. XIX, 3); 16. Khevi, grave, 7th c. BC (Pantskava L. 1988: 
70; Koridze 1965, pl. XXXVI).
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the cheeks, e.g. Tlia burial ground, grave 414 (pl. 
1, fig. 15), however the area for the image is rather 
reduced due to the geometrical ornamentation.

The 1st group’s 1st subgroup unites the dog 
figures situated on a triangular area framed with or-
naments, displayed on the side cheeks of type IV 
axes acquired from the Tlia burial ground, graves 
160 (Tekhov B. 1980: 32, pl. 83, Fig. 1) and 234  
(Tekhov B. 1980: 103, Fig. 2). The indicated images 
are somewhat stylized, however the natural-linear 
character of the artwork is still preserved. Engraved 
in the same manner are the two images of facing 
dogs, which have thin legs and are displayed stand-
ing on the decorative triangle arc with heads down-
ward on the cheeks of an axe from Svaneti (pl. I, fig. 
17). On the cheek of an axe discovered in  the grave 
53 in Narekvavi, fifteen dog figures aligned in six 
lines are displayed on a triangular surface decorat-
ed with a twisted spirals, engraved in a naturalistic 
manner (pl. I, fig. 16).

Images of dogs on certain axes are particular-
ly stylized; however, they preserve the naturalistic 
characteristics at the same time. We have allocates 
such images to the 2nd subgroup of group I, e.g. the 
end-knob and the cheek of an axe from Anukhva are 
decorated with an image of three dogs, out of which 
two are facing the poll, and the one displayed on the 
cheek is facing downward. This axe does not have a 
girdle (Pl. I, fig. 13). The dog images similarly fac-
ing downward displayed on the cheeks of axes from 
Eshera (Shamba G. 1984: 51, pic.15, fig. 2), Tasrak-
va (Voronov Y. 1969: 22-23, pl. XXXV, fig. 1) and 
Primorskoe (Kuftin B. 1949: 139, Fig. 24) are even 
more stylized. The have an elongated torso and dis-
proportionally large heads. These axes do not have 
girdles either. Both axes belong to type I.

We have also included into the 2nd subgroup 
of group I the type IV axes discovered on the Tlia 
burial ground, on which dog images are displayed 
in length. Their bodies are decorated with lines 
(Tekhov B. 2002: 185, pl. 15, fig. 1), twisted spirals 
(Tekhov B. 1981: 13, pl. 67, fig. 1) and voluminous 
circles (Pl. I, fig. 14). Some parts of these figures are 
stylized. The elongated torso is moderately curved, 
the animal’s snout thickened, and the arced paws 
are fish finlike (Pl. I, fig. 14). The given axes do not 
have girdles either, however the poll is covered with 
fish, frog, snake and faces with circles beams.

The image of the dog is always well suited 
to the form of an axe, what can be well distin-

guished on every section of its decorations. In this 
sense, remarkable is the axe from Eceri, which 
portrays aligned dog heads along the narrow line 
of axe’s body (Pl. I, fig. 22) and the axe from the 
Tlia, grave 308, the decorated arc of which por-
trays a line of joined dog heads facing downward, 
matching the contour of the cutting edge  (pl. I, 
fig. 18). Similar images can be found on axes from 
Tlia  grave 263 (Tekhov B. 1981: 16-17, pl. 74, 
fig.1) and Erega 4, grave  2 (Mikeladze T. 1995: 
pl. 8, fig. 6). The heads of animals in profile are 
represented with mouths open and ears pricked up 
and the work is performed naturalistically, how-
ever the rhythmical repetition of the arced head-
necks is so aggravated, that the aspiration towards 
ornamental work can be distinguished. According 
to these characteristics we have unified the items 
in the 2nd subgroup of group I. Sometimes, the 
joined dog heads are substituted by geometrical 
ornaments with similar form and content, e.g. axe 
from Mukhurcha (pl. I, fig. 24).

The images allocated into group I are gen-
erally dated VIII-VII CC. B.C., some of them (pl. 
I, fig: 6, 9, 16, 18, 23) – VII-VI CC. B.C. and are 
displayed on type I, II, IV and V axes (view the lit-
erature along with the description of plates). 

The II group (pl. II, fig: 1-16) unifies dog 
images, which similar to the group I samples, are 
performed graphically, in profile, with pricked up 
ears and a tail lifted at the end, however this time 
with widely opened mouths, a thickened snout, 
pointed jaws and limbs. The majority of them have 
their heads twisted backwards; however the breast-
neck and torso are curved inward. A disproportional 
composure and the deformation of separate body 
sections or the whole figure is characteristics for 
these images. The geometricizing and the scheming 
of the image is present. This process began some-
what later than the images of group I and continued 
simultaneously with it, however in the final stage it 
gained superiority, even though by the end of the 
Colchis graphic art, the naturalistically performed 
works continued to exist. 

A part of these rather stylized images be-
come similar to the images of group I, sometimes 
due to their pose, or the modeling of different 
body parts. They more or less preserve the fair 
proportional and figurative character. We have 
unified such images of dogs into the 1st sub-
group of group II.
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The images of dogs allocated to the 1st sub-
group of group II are sometimes displayed on the 
cheek of the axe. The backwards facing head of the 
dog, represents a direct continuation of the arced 
breast, so that the composition becomes shaped into 
an S form. The lips of the widely open mouth end 
with pointed escalation (pl. II, fig: 1, 2, 3). The head 
and chest are greatly stylized, less so are the tor-
so and the legs. The proportionality and figurative 
character is preserved to some degree. However, the 
thin, long and curved, backwards twisted legs end-
ing with fish finlike paws, together with an arced 
head and neck add a mannerist character to the im-
ages displayed on the axes from the Tskinvali trea-
sure (pl. II, fig. 2). The figure of the dog displayed 
on the axe discovered in Mzetamze burial ground 
(pl. II, fig. 1), the head of the dog, the torso and the 
legs are proportional, however the dog figure dis-
played on the axe discovered in Tlia, grave 432 (pl. 
II, fig. 3) has proportional legs to the torso, but a 
disproportionally large head turned backwards. The 
described axes are of type II. 

We have unified the rather stylized images 
of dogs with widely opened mouths, a simplified 
pointed snout and ears, engraved on axes from the 
Tlia burial ground graves 161, 165, 287, 252 ac-
cording to their general characteristics; however all 
of them are presented with their heads facing for-
ward. The images of dogs displayed on items from 
graves 161, 165 (pl. II, fig: 6, 7) have a moderately 
curved torso and a head, which is proportionate to 
the body. However the heavily concaved body of 
the rather stylized dog figure, from grave 252 (pl. 
II, fig. 5), connects directly with the disproportion-
ally large head, through a curved neck, which gives 
the composition a shape of S. The arced and turned 
paws of all three dogs end with pointed claws. The 
dog image of the grave 287 is rather proportional 
(pl. II, fig. 4), legs end with triangle-shaped paws, 
which makes them similar to the Mzetamze and 
Tlia, grave 432 images (pl. II, fig: 1, 3), and with 
its tail shape and the net-like decoration of the body, 
resembling dog images of the Tlia burial ground 
graves 165 (pl. II, fig. 7) and  432 (pl. II,fig. 3). All 
axes are of type II, and the ones from grave 161 are 
of type IV (pl. II, fig. 6).

We have also included the images of dogs 
from Tlia burial ground, graves 297, 264 into the 
1st subgroup of group II. These images, with widely 
opened mouths, with triangular opening in the cut, 
pointed lips, a simplified snout and sharpened leaf-
like ears are similar to the ones, mentioned above, 
however the torso and the limbs are modeled differ-
ently. The short body is arched, the head is turned, 
and legs are bent. The dog image from the grave  
297 is placed within an ornamented triangular frame 
and due to the limited space for the image, does not 
have a tail, and the bent back legs are displayed in a 
naturalistic manner. A double-winged arrowhead is 
placed on top of the dog figure, on the second cheek 
of the axe we come across joined heads of horses 
and a similar arrow. (Tekhov B. 1981: 48-49, pl. 
133,fig. 1), the dog image from grave 264 is more 
schematic; legs are indicated by modest lines and 
end with a linear, straight-end leg. On the second 
cheek, a figure of a bull is engraved, which is the 
only one among the images of both groups. Hereby 
given are a double-winged arrowhead and a graphi-

cal image of a fish (Tekhov B. 1980: 14, 44, pl. 114, 
fig. 1). The axes are of type II.

We have allocated to the 1st subgroup of 
group II, the engraved “dog” figure (pl. II, fig. 8) 
on the type I axe, which is similar to the images 
mentioned above due to its mouth cut, horn-like 
pointed aggravations on the lips, and the tail lifted 
at the back. The rectangular torso of the animal 
and short triangular legs are displayed on one side 
of the axe, and the long arched neck and a gigantic 
head – on the other side. The composition is com-
pletely geometricized and is made up of a rect-
angle, a triangle and an arch, however the image 
has not turned into a geometrical ornament, since 
the principle of submitting a particle to the whole 
is still present, therefore, the figurativeness of the 
image is preserved.

 Other images in the 1st subgroup of group II 
are displayed in: Ojola treasure (Koridze D. 1965: 
38, Fig. 31), Tskheta (Koridze 1965: pic. 62, fig. 2), 
Tlia, grave 271 (Tekhov B. 1981: 17-18, pl. 77, fig. 
1], Zekari [Ivashenko M. 1941: 7-8, Fig. 3 b).

Full stylization of dog images can be seen 
on Colchis axes, which come from different graves 
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come across such geometrical-symbolic ornaments 
on the girdle of an axe (Tekhov B. 2002; 48-49, 187, 
pl. 102, fig. 1) or under the hole of the end-knob (pl. 
II, fig. 12). Similar images are displayed on axes in 
Tlia, graves 297 (Tekhov B. 1981: 48-49, pl.133, 
fig. 1), 76 (Pantskhava L. 1988: 67, pl. XV, fig. 2) 
and  417 (Tekhov B. 2002; 44, pl. 90, fig. 1). This 
symbolic sign can be only displayed on the cheek 
of the axe, e.g. Tlia grave 452 (Tekhov B. 2002; 57, 
pl. 123, fig. 1) or the cheek and the axe handle at 
the same time, e.g. there is such an axe from the 
Tskinvali treasure (pl. II, fig. 14). Two samples of 
similar axes come from Tlia, the cheeks of which 
are undecorated, however the mentioned symbolic 
sign is displayed on the handle, grave 391 (Tekhov 
B. 2002: 34, pl. 65, fig. 1) or situated under the hole 
on the end-knob, grave 345 (Tekhov B. 2002: 14, pl. 
12, fig. 1). We come across symbolic signs on type 
I, II and IV axes.

Most dog images included in group II are 
dated VII-VI CC. B.C. and half of them are dis-
played on type I, II and IV axes and dated VIII-
VII CC. B.C.

One part of the images displayed on Colchis 
axes is particularly remarkable. Extremely signifi-
cant is the Tsoisi treasure axe (pl. II, fig. 15), on the 
cheek of which we come across branched out horns, 
however if observe closely, we’ll find out that with-
out horns, the animal is practically a dog (Pantskha-
va L. 1988: 43), it has a curved body typical of a 
dog, a head turned backward, a widely open mouth 
and pricked up triangular ears, bent forward, with 
which a deer is never portrayed. In the place of the 
second ear, deer horns are placed. Even more inter-
esting is the fact that the animal has a long, slightly 
arched and straight-ended tail, typical of a horse, so 
atypical of a dog and a deer. In our opinion, in this 
case we are dealing with a synthesis of an image; 
where a unification of all three animals is represent 
(a dog, a deer, a horse).

On a certain development stage of the so-
ciety, holy animals with similar functions like a 
dog, a deer and a horse are unified in one object. 
The image of the dog displayed on the axe from 
the Tsoisi treasure, as a creature connected to all 
three parts of cosmos, combines the characteris-
tics of a horse and a deer, also connected to all 
three parts of cosmos, as a result we receive a 
syncretic animal object, which with its form, as 
well as its content already represents a “fantas-

of the Tlia burial ground. We have allocated these 
types of images in the 2nd subgroup of group II, e.g. 
images from the Tlia  graves 316, 127 (pl. II, fig: 
9, 10). The complete destruction of proportions is 
characteristic to such images, as well as the schem-
ing and geometricizing of the forms. A short torso 
is of the form of an arc and with a long arched neck 
connects to a head turned backward, which also has 
arched and pointed ears. A thickened snout ends 
with a bill pointed upward, however the lower jaw 
is trapeze-shaped. The limbs are thin lines, which 
end with smaller arcs. The tail is also displayed in 
the form of a short line, raised at the end. All images 
are dotted. The axes are of type II. Similar images 
can be found on axes from Tlia graves 49, 130 (Tek-
hov B. 1981: 30, 31, 35, 36, pl. 97, fig 1, pl. 106, fig. 
1) and graves 121, 129 (Tekhov B. 1985: 17, 18, 20, 
pl. 128, fig. 1; pl. 131, fig. 1).

The stylization of dog images reaches its cul-
mination in the figures displayed on Colchis axes, 
which are almost completely arched and leave the 
impression of infinitely turning circles at the first 
glance (pl. II, fig: 11, 12, 16). We have allocated 
them into the 3rd subgroup of group II. The maxi-
mal geometricizing and ornamentation of the form 
is evident: e.g. the images on the  axes from Pushru-
kauli (Kakhidze A. and Mamuladze Sh. 1993: 37-
38, pl. IX) and Eshera (pl. II, fig. 12) burial ground 
coming from Khevi treasure (pl. II, fig. 12) have no 
characteristics of a dog left, and look more like geo-
metrical ornaments. All axes are of type I, only one 
axe coming from the Tskinvali treasure (Japaridze 
Ot. 1950: 101-106, Fig. 2 b) is of type II and one 
more axe from the Tlia burial ground, grave 374 (pl. 
II, 11) is of type IV. Similar images are displayed on 
axes from Tlia  grave 51 (Tekhov B. 1981: 7-8, pl. 
53, fig. 2); grave 69 (Tekhov B. 1985: 5, 10, pl. 109, 
fig. 1); graves 362/1, 425, 462 (Tekhov B. 2002: 22, 
192-193, 47, 61, pl. 32, fig. 1; pl. 100, fig. 1; pl. 127, 
fig. 6); from Akhali Atoni (Lukin A. 1941: 43, pl. 
VII, fig. 5). 

We have allocated the geometrical-symbolic 
sign of a dog or a “fantastic” animal into the 4th 
subgroup of group II, which is twisted in the shape 
of eight, has two joined, pointed paws, which de-
pict the conditionally marked animal, e.g. the image 
from Mekhchistsike treasure (pl. II, fig. 13). By re-
ducing the whole composition to a single detail, the 
received symbolic image of an animal at the same 
time represents a geometrical ornamentation. We 
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from decorative - to ornamental character. Imag-
es portraying particular forms and content turned 
into syncretic and polymorphic figures, as a result 
of which, once a dog image acquired the image of 
a “fantastic“animal. 

Such is the typology development of the 
“fantastic” animal in Georgia.
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REZIME 

TIPOLOgIJA ugRAvIRANIH 
PREDSTAvA “FANTASTIčNIH” 
ŽIvOTINJA NA kOLHIDSkIM 
SEkIRAMA

ključne reči: kolhidske sekire, kolhidsko-koban-
ska bronza, fantastična životinja.  

Jedan od važnih elemenata u dekoraciji kol-
hidske bronze je prikaz psa ili fantastičnih životinja. 
Ugravirane predstave psa na kolhidskim sekirama 
pronađenim u Gruziji mogu se podeliti u dve grupe. 
Prvu grupu čine primerci koji su rađeni više natu-
ralistički, linearnim načinom. Druga grupa nalaza 
je rađena vrlo stilizovano i šematski. Ukrašene se-
kire sadrže najčešće predstave psa i geometrijske 
motive. Psi su predstavljeni u profilu, sa otvorenim 
čeljustima i podignutim ušima i repom. Uprkos 
izvesnim varijacijama sve ove predstave formiraju 
stilsku grupu sa specifičnim karakteristikama. 

Promene u načinu prikazivanja psa dovele su 
tokom vremena do formiranja novog stila koji je u 
prikazivanju išao od naturalističkog ka šematizaciji, 
od realističkog ka geometrijskom, od dekorativnog 
ka ornamentalnom. Prikazi konkretnih oblika su za-
menjeni polimorfnim figurama, a predstava psa je 
transformisana u fantastičnu životinju.
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